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Abstract. We show that every unimodular Lie algebra, of dimension at most 4, equipped
with an inner product, possesses an orthonormal basis comprised of geodesic elements. On the
other hand, we give an example of a solvable unimodular Lie algebra of dimension 5 that has
no orthonormal geodesic basis, for any inner product.
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1 Introduction
Let g be a Lie algebra equipped with an inner product 〈·, ·〉. Consider the
corresponding simply connected Lie group G equipped with the left invariant
Riemannian metric determined by 〈·, ·〉. A nonzero element Y ∈ g is said to
be a geodesic vector if the corresponding left invariant vector field on G is a
geodesic vector field. In terms of the Levi-Civita connection ∇, this means that
∇Y Y = 0. This has a simple equivalent expression in terms of the Lie bracket
[9, 10, 12, 2], which we state as a definition.
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Definition 1. Let g be a Lie algebra equipped with an inner product 〈·, ·〉.
Then a nonzero element Y ∈ g is a geodesic vector if [X,Y ] is perpendicular to
Y for all X ∈ g.
Note that some authors use the term homogeneous geodesic, to distinguish
them from general geodesics on the underlying Lie group. Some authors insist
further that Y have unit length. For the more general case of totally geodesic
subalgebras of Lie algebras, see [12, 2, 3].
Remark 1. A useful equivalent reformulation of the definition of a geodesic
vector is as follows: Y ∈ g is geodesic if and only if Im(ad(Y )) is contained in
the orthogonal complement of Y .
Every Lie algebra possesses at least one geodesic vector [8, 10, 2]. In [10] it is
shown that semisimple Lie algebras possess an orthonormal basis comprised of
geodesics vectors, for every inner product. Results for certain solvable algebras
are given in [5]. In the present paper we examine the existence of geodesic bases
in algebras of low dimension, see [4] for further results on geodesic base.
2 Preliminary observations
First notice that if a Lie algebra g, equipped with an orthonormal inner
product, has a basis {X1, . . . , Xn} of geodesic vectors, then for all i, j, the ele-
ment [Xi, Xj ] is orthogonal to both Xi and Xj . Consequently, the adjoint maps
ad(Xi) have zero trace, and hence g is unimodular. So the natural problem is
to determine which unimodular Lie algebras possess an orthonormal basis com-
prised of geodesic vectors, for some inner product. We begin with two elementary
observations.
Proposition 1. Let g be a nilpotent Lie algebra equipped with an inner prod-
uct 〈·, ·〉. Then there is an orthonormal basis of (g, 〈·, ·〉) comprised of geodesic
vectors.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the dimension of g. The proposition is
trivial when dim(g) = 1. Suppose that dim(g) = n+ 1. Since g is nilpotent, its
centre is nonzero. Let Z be a central element of length one and set z := Span(Z).
Let π : g→ h := g/z be the natural quotient map and give h the inner product
for which the restriction of π to the orthogonal complement z⊥ of z is an isometry.
By the inductive hypothesis, h possesses an orthonormal basis {X1, . . . , Xn}
comprised of geodesic vectors. So, by definition, for each pair i, j, the element
[Xi, Xj ] is perpendicular to both Xi and Xj . For each i, let X¯i denote the unique
element of z⊥ with π(X¯i) = Xi. So for each pair i, j, the element [X¯i, X¯j ]
is perpendicular to both X¯i and X¯j . Thus, as Z is central, the elements X¯i
are geodesic vectors. Furthermore, as Z is central, Z is also geodesic. Hence
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{X¯1, . . . , X¯n, Z} is an orthonormal basis of geodesic vectors. QED
Proposition 2. Let g be a unimodular Lie algebra having a codimension one
abelian ideal h. Then, for every inner product 〈·, ·〉 on g, there is an orthonormal
basis of (g, 〈·, ·〉) comprised of geodesic vectors.
Proof. We make use of the following linear algebra result.
Lemma 1 ([15, Theorem 10]). Suppose that A is a real square matrix with
zero trace. Then there is an orthogonal matrix Q such that QAQ−1 has zero
diagonal.
Let X ∈ g be a unit vector orthogonal to h. Note that X is geodesic since h
contains the derived algebra g′ of g. Choose an orthonormal basis for h and let
A denote the matrix representation of the restriction adh(X) to h of the adjoint
map ad(X). Since g is unimodular, the matrix A has zero trace. By Lemma 1,
there is an orthonormal basis {Y1, Y2, . . . , Yn} for h relative to which adh(X)
has zero diagonal. Consequently for each i, the element [X,Yi] is perpendicu-
lar to Yi. Thus since h is abelian, the elements Yi are geodesic vectors. Hence
{X,Y1, Y2, . . . , Yn} is a geodesic basis for g. QED
3 Main Results
It is well known that in dimension less than or equal to three, there are
only 5 nonabelian unimodular real Lie algebras; see [17]. Milnor’s classification
[11] proceeds by considering, for an orthonormal basis {X1, X2, X3}, the linear
map L(Xi × Xj) := [Xi, Xj ], where × denotes the vector cross product. The
matrix of L relative to {X1, X2, X3} is symmetric and so its eigenvectors form
an orthonormal basis {Y1, Y2, Y3} with, by construction,
[Y2, Y3] = λ1Y1,
[Y3, Y1] = λ2Y2,
[Y1, Y2] = λ3Y3,
for real coefficients λi. So the basis elements Y1, Y2, Y3 are geodesic vectors.
In dimension 4, there are infinitely many isomorphism classes of unimodular
real Lie algebras; see [13, 6, 16]. Instead of using the classification, we will argue
directly. The following result resolves a question raised in [14].
Theorem 1. Let g be a unimodular Lie algebra of dimension 4 equipped with
an inner product 〈·, ·〉. Then there is an orthonormal basis of (g, 〈·, ·〉) comprised
of geodesic vectors.
Proof. Let g be as in the statement of the theorem. First observe that if
g is not solvable, then from Levi’s Theorem and the classification of semisimple
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algebras [7], there is a Lie algebra isomorphism g ∼= h ⊕ R where h is a simple
Lie algebra of dimension three; so h is isomorphic to either so(3,R) or sl(2,R)
though we won’t need this fact. Let W ∈ g be a unit vector orthogonal to h.
Since h = g′, the element W is geodesic. Note that W can be written uniquely
in the form W = X + Z, where Z is in the centre of g and X ∈ h. As we
discussed above, h has an orthonormal basis {Y1, Y2, Y3} of elements that are
geodesic vectors of h. Then for each i = 1, 2, 3,
[W,Yi] = [X,Yi] ∈ Im(ad(Yi)|h),
which is perpendicular to Yi by Remark 1. Hence Yi is geodesic in g and thus
{Y1, Y2, Y3,W} is an orthonormal basis of geodesic vectors. So we may assume
that g is solvable.
Consider the derived algebra g′ := [g, g]. As g is solvable, g′ is nilpotent [1,
Chap. 1.5.3]. If dim(g′) = 0, the algebra g is abelian and the theorem holds
trivially. We consider three cases according to the remaining possibilities for the
dimension of g′.
If dim(g′) = 1, let g′ = Span(W ). For each X ∈ g we have [X,Y ] ∈ g′ for all
Y ∈ g and hence [X,W ] = tr(ad(X))W = 0. Thus g′ is contained in the centre
of g. Consequently g is nilpotent, and the theorem holds by Proposition 1.
If dim(g′) = 3, then either g′ is abelian or g′ is isomorphic to the Heisenberg
Lie algebra h1. If g
′ is abelian, the required result follows from Proposition
2. So suppose that g′ is isomorphic to the Heisenberg Lie algebra. Choose an
orthonormal basis {X,Y, Z} of g′ with Z in the centre of g′ and [X,Y ] = λZ
for some λ 6= 0. Let W ∈ g be a unit vector orthogonal to g′. Note that W is
geodesic. Let A denote the matrix representation of the restriction adg′(W ) to
g′ of the adjoint map ad(W ). Since the centre of g′ is a characteristic ideal [1,
Chap. 1.1.3], it is left invariant by ad(W ). Hence A has the form
A =

a b 0c d 0
e f g

 ,
for reals a, b, c, d, e, f, g. By the Jacobi identity,
[ad(W )X,Y ] + [X, ad(W )Y ] = ad(W )λZ = gλZ.
Thus
[aX + cY + eZ, Y ] + [X, bX + dY + fZ] = (a+ d)λZ = gλZ,
and so a + d = g. Since ad(W ) has zero trace, a + d + g = 0, and hence
a + d = g = 0. So, by Lemma 1, we can make an orthonormal change of basis
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for the space Span(X,Y ) so that relative to the new basis, a = d = 0. Then
{W,X, Y, Z} is an orthonormal geodesic basis for g.
Finally, if dim(g′) = 2, then g′ is abelian. Let {X,Y } be an orthonormal
basis for the orthogonal complement g′⊥ to g′. Note that [X,Y ] ∈ g′ and so
as g′ is abelian, the adjoint map ad([X,Y ]) acts trivially on g′. Thus, since
ad(X)◦ad(Y )−ad(Y )◦ad(X) = ad([X,Y ]) by the Jacobi identity, we have that
the restrictions adg′(X) and adg′(Y ) commute. Since adg′(X) and adg′(Y ) have
zero trace, relative to any choice of orthonormal basis for g′, they have matrix
representations in sl(2,R). However, it is well known and easy to see that the
maximum abelian subalgebras of sl(2,R) have dimension one. Consequently, by
orthonormal change of basis for g′⊥ if necessary, we may assume that adg′(Y ) ≡
0. Then Span(Y, g′) is a codimension one abelian ideal and the result follows
from Proposition 2. QED
Note that in Propositions 1, 2 and Theorem 1, the required orthonormal
geodesic basis is obtained for every inner product. The following example gives
a solvable unimodular Lie algebra that has no orthonormal geodesic basis for
any inner product.
Example 1. Consider the 5-dimensional algebra g with basis B =
{X1, . . . , X5} and relations
[X1, X2] = 3X2 [X2, X3] = X4
[X1, X3] = −4X3 [X2, X4] = X5
[X1, X4] = −X4
[X1, X5] = 2X5.
The ideal n generated by X2, . . . , X5 is the (unique) 4-dimensional filiform
nilpotent Lie algebra. The adjoint map ad(X1) is obviously a Lie derivation
of n, so the Jacobi identities of g hold. Clearly, g is solvable and unimodu-
lar, but not nilpotent. We will show that g has no orthonormal basis com-
prised of geodesic vectors, for any inner product. Equip g with an inner product
and suppose it has a basis (not necessarily orthonormal) of geodesic elements
Y1, . . . , Y5. Consider an arbitrary geodesic vector Y = a1X1+· · ·+a5X5 ∈ g. Let
Vi := Span(Xi, Xi+1, . . . , X5). Relative to the basis B, the matrix representation
of ad(Y ) is
A =


0 0 0 0 0
−3a2 3a1 0 0 0
4a3 0 −4a1 0 0
a4 −a3 a2 −a1 0
−2a5 −a4 0 a2 2a1

 . (3.1)
A priori, there are five cases:
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(1) Y ∈ V5; that is, a1 = a2 = 0, a3 = 0, a4 = 0, a5 6= 0,
(2) Y ∈ V4\V5; that is, a1 = a2 = 0, a3 = 0, a4 6= 0,
(3) Y ∈ V3\V4; that is, a1 = a2 = 0, a3 6= 0,
(4) Y ∈ V2\V3; that is, a1 = 0, a2 6= 0,
(5) Y ∈ V1\V2; that is, a1 6= 0.
In fact, case (1) is impossible as otherwise Y is a nonzero multiple of X5 but
Im(ad(Y )) = V5, which must be orthogonal to Y by Remark 1. Similarly, case
(2) is impossible as otherwise Y ∈ V4 but Im(ad(Y )) = V4, which has to be
orthogonal to Y by Remark 1.
In case (3), Im(ad(Y )) = Span(X3 +
a4
4a3
X4 − 2a54a3X5, X4 + a4a3X5).
In case (4), Im(ad(Y )) = Span(X2 − 4a33a2X3, X4, X5) and in particular, Y is
orthogonal to V4.
In case (5), Im(ad(Y )) = V2, which is the orthogonal complement of Y
by Remark 1. It follows that, up to a constant multiple, there is at most one
geodesic vector Y with a1 6= 0. Thus, there is at most one basis element, Y1 say,
with Y1 6∈ V2.
So we have established that
Y2, Y3, Y4, Y5 ∈ V2\V4.
But if Yi ∈ V2\V3, then as we saw in case (4), Yi is orthogonal to V4. So for
dimension reasons, there are at most two of the Yi in V2\V3.
Now suppose the Yi are orthogonal. If two of the Yi are in V2\V3, they
would both be orthogonal to V4. This would force the remaining two Yi to be
in V4, which we have seen is impossible. So only one of the Yi, say Y2, can be
in V2\V3. So Y3, Y4, Y5 are in V3\V4. Note that V3 is left invariant by ad(X1).
Relative to the orthonormal basis {Y3, Y4, Y5} for V3, the map f := ad(X1)|V3
has zero diagonal, because the elements Y3, Y4, Y5 are geodesic vectors. So f
has zero trace. But relative to the basis X3, X4, X5, it is clear that f has trace
−4− 1 + 2 = −3. This is a contradiction.
Remark 2. Although the algebra of the above example does not posses
an orthonormal basis of geodesic vectors, it does posses an inner product for
which there is a (nonorthonormal) basis of geodesic vectors. That is, we claim
that there exists an inner product such that the span of all the geodesic vectors
is the whole algebra. Using the above notation, regardless of the choice of an
inner product, there is exactly one geodesic vector Y1 (up to scaling) not lying
in g′ = V2, namely any nonzero vector from (g
′)⊥. We therefore want to show
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that the span of all the geodesic vectors from g′ covers g′. We will now specify
the inner product. First choose X2, X3 to be orthonormal and orthogonal to V4.
Then from case (4), a vector Y = a2X2 + a3X3 + a4X4 + a5X5 (with a2 6= 0) is
geodesic if it is orthogonal to V4 (so a4 = a5 = 0) and
√
3a2 = ±2a3. This gives
two linearly independent geodesic vectors Y2, Y3 ∈ g′ ∩ V ⊥4 , neither of which
lies in V3. It remains to show that there exist at least two geodesic vectors
in V3 whose projections to V4 are linearly independent. Define the remaining
components of the inner product by requiring that ‖X4‖ = ‖X5‖ = 1 and
〈X4, X5〉 = ε ∈ (0, 1). Then by case (3), a vector Y = a3X3 + a4X4 + a5X5
(with a3 6= 0) is geodesic if and only if the following two conditions hold.
4a23 + a
2
4 − 2a25 − εa4a5 = 0, (3.2)
a3(a4 + εa5) + a4(εa4 + a5) = 0. (3.3)
Note that a4 + εa5 6= 0, as otherwise from (3.3) either a4 = 0 or εa4 + a5 = 0
and in both cases we obtain a4 = a5 = 0 and then (3.2) would give a3 = 0,
which is a contradiction. Solving (3.3) for a3 and substituting to (3.2) we get
4a24(εa4 + a5)
2 + (a24 − 2a25 − εa4a5)(a4 + εa5)2 = 0. (3.4)
Note that as a3 6= 0 and a4 + εa5 6= 0, (3.3) gives a4 6= 0. Dividing (3.4) by a44
and taking t = a5a
−1
4 we obtain
−2ε2t4 − (4ε+ ε3)t3 + (2− ε2)t2 + 9εt+ (1 + 4ε2) = 0.
The polynomial on the left-hand side has at least one positive root t+ and
at least one negative root t−. It follows that V3 contains at least two geodesic
vectors Y± = (a3)±X3+X4+t±X5 (where (a3)± are determined by (3.3)). Their
projections to V4 are linearly independent, hence Span(Y1, Y2, Y3, Y+, Y−) = g.
Note that for an arbitrary inner product on this algebra, the geodesic vectors
may not span the entire algebra. For example, choosing an inner product with
all the Xi’s orthogonal we obtain that the span of all the geodesic vectors is the
proper subspace X⊥4 of g.
We conclude this paper with two questions that have arisen from this study:
Question 1. Is it true that every unimodular Lie algebra possesses an inner
product for which the geodesic vectors span the algebra?
Question 2. Apart from nilpotent Lie algebras, are there natural families of
unimodular Lie algebras that possess an inner product for which there is an
orthonormal basis of geodesic vectors?
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